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Resolution 
 
How you input information into the computer will affect how it comes out. This is what we call input and output. 
The input quality affects the output quality and vice versa. 
 
User input refers to: 
Resolution: The number of small squares known as pixels that describe an image and establish detail. Also, the 
number of ink dots per inch (dpi) produced by a printer. 
 
Resolution can be a confusing term because there are many types of resolutions.  
The different kinds are:   Image Resolution (ppi) 
     Printer Resolution (dpi) 
     Monitor Resolution (dpi) 
     Scanner Resolution (dpi) 
 
Bitmap based programs are based on dots or pixels. When an image or text is bitmapped, that means it is built 
out of the dots on the screen. Bitmapped graphics can be edited dot by dot. They are the simplest form of imagery 
on the computer. The amount or quality of these dots is the resolution. 
 
A pixel is a picture element.  It is the smallest dot that can display on the screen or that the printer can print on a 
standard Mac screen. Each pixel is 1/72nd of an inch (the dpi/dots per inch is 72). When we use the word pixel we 
are referring to image resolution (on screen) and monitor resolution. The dots in dots per inch is its translation on 
a printed image. 
 
When an actual image is converted to a digital image we call this digitizing the image. 
 
A digitized image refers to continuous tone images that have been converted into a series of small squares, or 
picture elements (pixels). The grain in an actual photograph or negative would be the equivalent to a pixel, because 
the grain in an actual photograph or negative would be the equivalent to a pixel, because the grain is the smallest 
element of a photograph and a pixel is the smallest element of a digital image. 
 
The image is digitized by either a scanner, directly from the negative or print. 
 
The main thing to know is that the more pixels per inch or dots the better quality image you will have, as well as a 
bigger file size. 
 
You can compare it to a regular negative. The bigger the negative the sharper image you will have.  
For example: a 20x24 print made from a 4x5 negative will be a lot sharper that a 20x24 print made from a 35mm 
negative. It is the same with pixels in the computer and dots with printing. The more you have, the better the 
quality. 
 
Resolution Types: 
Image Resolution: refers to the number of pixels per unit of length in an image. Image resolution is measure in 
pixels per inch (ppi). 
 
Monitor Resolution: refers to the number of pixels per unit of length on a monitor. Usually measured in dots 
per inch (dpi). Image pixels are translated directly into monitor dots or pixels. Standard screens are usually 72 dpi. 
Screen resolution affects how much information we can view at one moment, but not the print quality. For 
example: in Photoshop, if the percentage of 100% is visible in the title bar it means there is a 1:1 ratio, which 
means that the viewing ratio is 1 monitor pixel to 1 image printed pixel. 100% is seeing all the pixels. If its less than 
100% we are not seeing all the pixels. 



Scanner Resolution: refers to the number of dots per inch that the scanner converts the images into a pattern 
of squares or pixels. Scanners usually have an optical resolution, which is the resolution across the bed determined 
by the number of elements. Scanner resolution is measured in dots per inch, dpi. 
 
Printing Resolution: refers to the number of ink dots per inch produced be a printer. Printer resolution is 
measure in dots per inch. 
 
Resolution: Quality and Quantity: 
The best quality images come from the printers with higher resolution combined with higher resolution images. 
Keep in mind, the higher the image resolution, the more pixels, the larger the file size, and also, the longer the 
computer will take to process that information. (Also you will use more ink from the printer) 
 
How do you know what resolution to use? First of all, think of your intended purpose. How big will the final 
output be? What quality do you want? If you are using a service bureau, what are their printing capabilities and 
requirements? Once you know this you can begin to figure out how much resolution you need. 
 
You already know that the more pixels or dots, the better quality, but what is considered high, or good 
resolution? 
 
User input resolution depends on: 

• Printed image size 
• Application of media to paper, what kind of paper you are using 

o Papers like newsprint cannot hold a lot of ink, so a lower resolution image is required which is 
why they use half-tones because they do not have as many dots/inch. 

o Special coated stock paper (treated for moisture) can hold more ink, so a 300 dpi would be a 
high quality print. 

• File Size 
• Time Management 

 
72 dpi is the standard for Mac screens and for web based materials. However, if we were to print out a 72 dpi 
image we would be able to see those bitmaps or “jaggies.” The image will appear to be blocky, thus it will look like 
a digital image. 
 
300 dpi is a good resolution to scan with and also for image resolution. However, this is only if the image you are 
scanning will remain the same size it is in analog or reality. If you wanted this image to be bigger then you will have 
to scan at a higher resolution. 
 
Input Resolution (at scan) determines: 

• The need for quality 
• The finished dimensions 
• Memory restrictions 
• Output specs (printer resolution) 

 
For screen display: 72 dpi 
For print:   Have to know the image size and printers capabilities. For example, the 1280  
   can usually print up to 1440 dpi or 2880 dpi. 
 
If you do not scan at a high enough resolution you can change it afterward. However, you can put the quality of 
your image into question. 
 
If you scanned an image at 72 dpi, the resampled up to 300 dpi, the computer will add information to your file. This 
is called interpolation. Interpolation is the mathematical process of adding or subtracting pixels from an image 
when it is being enlarged or reduced in size. This process is called resampling because the program samples 
pixels in each area and uses that information to determine where and how to enlarge or reduce an image. 


